
1,

2.

3.

4

other words in thegroup.
(A) Day
(B)

Choose the word which is least like thel5. From the given
alternatives, choose the

(e Calendar
(D) Month

1

What is the best sequence of the followinggiven words ?

2

3

4.

5

(A)

(B)

Date

(C)

Birth v

(B)

College 3
Job u
School

Salary5

1, 3, 4, 5, 2

2, 3, 4, 5, 1

D 1, 4, 2, 3, 5

D

4, 5, 3, 1, 2*

Introducing a man, a woman said, "He isthe only son of my mothers mother". How
is the woman related to this man ?
(A) Mother

Aunt (Mami)

(C) Sister
Niece (Bhanji)

As 'College is related to Student, in the
same way Hospital' is related to:
(A) Doctor

(B) Nurse

(C) Medicine

Patient

TRS/II/2022

o

6

mirror image of thefollowing word:

DETERMINATION

(A) NOITANIMYETIE

(B) MOITAMIMASTIE

(C) NOILANEIIE
(D) MOIVAUEEE

Ou are handling a time bound project.
During the project review meeting, you
find that project is ikely to get delayed
due to lack of lcooperatior of the team
members. You would
(A)

BY look

warn the team members for their
non-cooperation.

(C) ask for replacement of team
members.

(3-C)

into the reason
non-cooperation.

(D) ask for the extension of time citingresons.

(A)

7. Comnplete the missing segment of thefollowing´figure, selecting the appropriate
figure from the given alternatives :

(C)

of

(D)
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8.

9.

Identify the diagramthat best represents 11. What is feedback?
the relationship among the given classes :

Job, Government Job, PrivateJob

(A)

(B)

.(C)

Select the alternative in which the words

share the same relationship as that

shared by the given set of words.

Cat: Lion: Jaguar

(A) Shark: Dolphin :Bat

(B) Sport: Athlete:Javelin

S Monkey : Chimpanzee : Gorilla

(D): Reptile : Snake:Toád

(A) Bus

10. If train is called bus,(bus is called tractor)

(tractor is called.car, car is called scooter,

scooter is called bicycle, bicycle is called 13.

moped, what is used for ploughing field?

BY Car

(C) Train

D) Tractor

TRS/I2022

(A) Information or responses provided in

response to money or goods a
(B) Information responses provided in

,(0 Information or res ponsesprovided in

M

response to physical touch

gestures

response to

performance

12, What do you mean by emotional

intelligence ?

(D) Information or responses provided in

response to fear or pressure .
communication

(A) The ability to understand and

nanage your own emotions

(5-C)

B) The ability to understand and

(C) The ability

emotions

manage your, oWn emotions and

emotions of others

to Control your own

(D) The ability to influence people with

your emotions

What are three main components of

communication ?

(A) Sender, Touch, Receiver

T=bTr=rS
Sender, Message, Receiver

(B) Sender, Money, Receiver

(D) Sender,
Postman,

Receiver
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OND
D

14.

15.

Which theory suggests that individuals|18. What is assertiveness ?disclose personalinformation increasinglyas they develaprelationslhips ?
(A) Symbolic Interactionism Theory
(B) Uncertainty Reduction Theory d(OY Social Penetration Theory
(D) Expectancy ViolationsTheory

Which communication theory explains theprocess of sending and receiving messages
betweentwo people?

(A) Social Exchange Theory

(B) Social Learning Theory

( CommunicationProcess Theory

(D) Communication Accommodation
Theory

16. What is cultural competence ?

SAY Understanding and respecting
differences, cultural values and
beliefs

(B) Ignoring cultural differences d
Impoing your own cultural beliefs

and yalues on others
(C)

17. What is a cultural stereotype ?

(A) An overstatement about a group of

(B)

people
A positive representation about a

group of people o

(C) Anaccurate representation about a

groupof people

RS/I/2022

DY An overgeneralisation about agroup

of people

(A) Expressing your thoughts, feelings

and beliefs in a peaceful and

respectful manner )

19.

(B) Expressing your thoughts, feelings

and beliefs in an aggressive manner

(C) Expressing your thoughts, feelings

and beliefs in a passive manner

a,B) Expressing your thoughts, feelings

and beliefs in a profound manner

(D) Promoting and prioritising your20. What is empathy ?

personal beliefs and values

What is açtive listening?

AS Listening

understanding

(7-C)

(B)

(C)

Listening without paying attention

with attention and

Listening while multi-tasking

(D) None of the above

(AUnderstanding and sharing another

person's feelings

(B) Understanding

actions

(C) Understanding

thoughts

another person's

another person's

(D) Understanding and doingcharity
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21. In a code language MOUSE is written a8|24. In a nonth f 21 data if the thírdPRUQC. So SHIFT will be written inthesame code languageas :

(AY VKIDRV

(B) VKIRD

(C) VJIRD

(D) VIKDR ^

2. A mother is twice as old as her Bon. If
20 years ago the age of the mother was
10 times the age of the son, what is the
present age of the mother ?

(A) 38 years

(B)

(C)

40 years

43 years¢d

Y 45 years

B) 12 km
(C) 13km

M= 2(s)

(D) 14 km

M-20

TRS/I/2022

2

23. From a fixed point, A and B start walking

= I0(9)

2()-20

25. Anan andaberr tathr can o a certain
work in40 daya Thir work skills are in
the ratio oB5, Hrn nany days will the
boy take to finish the sarne woTY?

in opposite directions. A covers 5 km and

B covers 7 km. Then A turns right and97
walks 8 km, while B turns left and walks

3.km. How far are they from each other?

(A) 11 km

Thuriay falls m th 15t then the last
day of the rmsnth will ke:

3

(A) Pourth Priday

B Pourth Batyrday
(C) EiAh Pridayh

Pifth Saturdas

(A) 88

(B) 104

(C) 108

(Ó) 94

26. Two trains 180 mgtres and 200 metres
long are running in opposite directions at

the speed 40 kmr and 50 kmr
respectively. In how much time will they
cross each other ?

(A) 16 seconds

(B)

(C)

17 seconds

18 seconds

(D) 15 seconds

(9-C)

(A) 22

A nerson has few hen and cows)The
number of their legs is (40) and the
number of heads is 48. The number of

hens will be:

(B) 24

Lo 26

8S
B=y

(D) 28

26
22

800

Ley-]vo

8

27+ e (40

140

O6-24+y- HO 29
96+2y M0 EPage 4 of 17



28.

29.

30.

The average of three consecutivenumbers is 16 more than one-third of thefirst number.The largest number will be :

(A) 23

B25
(C) 27

(D) 21

(A) 3,003

Sohan bought a cooler for 3,333including the sales tax of 10%. What wasthe price of the cooler before sales tax was
added? 332

(B) 3,033

(C) T 3,300

BS 3,030
3o3

(A) 8:9: 12

\10%= 3333

(B) 8:9:18

If A:B:C=2: 3:4, then

(6:9:24
(D)8:9:28

232S+24

TRS/IIJ2022

4
3333 1o

?

333.3
333%o

333-3

303

23

3009-7

|0

Questions
Passage-1)

30.3

No.

3030

(11-C)

31 -35 (Based

Passage-1

recent years, there has been a
Browing concernover the effects of climate
change on the global ecosystem. Climate
change is caused by the increase ingreenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide
which trap heat in the Earth's
atmosphere. This results in the planet's
averagetemperaturerising which leads to
various negative consequences.

One of the most notable eftects of
climate change is the melting of polar ice
caps which leads to rising sea levels. This
threatens low-lying coastal areas and
island nations, as well as causes more
frequent and severe flooding.
Additionally, the warming of oceans leads
to an increase in the frequency and

severity of hurricanes, typhoons and other
extreme weather events.

Climate change also has a significant
impact On the world's wildlife. As
temperatures rise, many species are
forced to migrate to cooler regions or risk
extinction. This can lead to significant
disruption of ecosystem and lossof
important biodiversity.For example, coral

reefs are particularly vulnerable to

changes in temperature and acidity and

the decline of these important habitats
can have far-reaching effects on marine

ecosystems.

12

8924
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Human health is also affected by 33, How do00g climate change affect humanclimate change as extrcme weathercvents
injury, illness and death. Heat

waves in particular area mainthrcat and
are expected to become more frequent and
intense in the coming decades.
Additionally, air pollution which is

exacerbated by the use of fossilfuels can

Cause respiratory problems and other

health issues.

can cause

Finally, climate change also has

significant economic impacts. The cost

associated with repairing and rebuilding

infrastructure damaged by extremne

weather events can be enormous and can

have a significantly adverse impact on

local economies. Additionally, the effects

of climate change on agriculture can lead

to food shortages and price rise.

31. What is the most notable effectpf climate

change ?

(A) Warming of oceans

B Rising sea levels

(C) Migration of speçies

(D) Increase in extreme weather events

32. What causesclimate change ?

(A) Melting of polar ice caps

RTncrease in greenhouse gases

(C) Rising sea levels

(D) Extreme weather events

TRS/II/2022

|34.

35.

health ?

(A) It causes food shortage
(B) It causes loss of important

biodiversity

(C) It

(A)

(B

causes

economy

What is the impact of climate change on

Coral Reefs ?

negative impact

) lt causes respiratory problerns and

other health problems

Coral Reefs become stronger

(13-C)

I (CY Coral Reefs become more vulnerable

and can decline

(D) Coral Reefs become more diverse

(B)

on

Coral Reefs do not get affected by

changes in temperaure and acidity

How does economy get affected by climate

change2

(A) Due to loss of biodiversity
.

Due to migration of species

(C) Due to increase in extremne weather

events

ABS Due to cost of repairing and

rebuilding of infrastructure damaged

by extreme weather events
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Questions No. 36 -
40 (BasedPassage-2)

Passage-2

on

The digital age has brought aboutsignificant changos in how we liv andwork, presenting both challengcs andopportnities. One of the most significantchallenges is the issue of privacy andsecurity. With so much personal financialinformation being stored
online, there is the risk of identity theft,

and shard
cyber bullying and other malicious
activities.

Another challenge is digital divide,
where access to technology and internet isnot evenly distributed. This can lead to
disparities in education, job opportunities
and access to information, perpetuating
existing inequalities.

TRS/I/2022

On the other hand, the digital age
has also created opportunities for
innovation and. growth. The internet hs
made it easier for businesses to reach new

markets and for individuals to connect and
collaborate with people around the world.:

It has also enabled the development of new

technologies such as Artificial Intelligence

and Blockchain which have the potential to

revolutionise industries and improve our

lives. However, the increasing reliance on

technology also presents new challenges,

such as thrat of automation and job

displacement. As machines become more

capable of perfornming tasks that were once

done by humans, many workers may find

themselves unemployed or in need of new

skills to remain competitive in the

workforce.

Purthernnore, tho digital nge has

nlo brought. now forms of ROcÍal

political challengoM. The rlse of scial

medin haA crented a platform for spread of

misinformation and propaganda leading to

erosion of trust in institutiong andthe tise

of popular movements. It has also

proscnted challenges for
governments in

terms of regulating content and protecting

freespeech.

To address these challenges and
capitalise on the opportunities presented
by the digital age, individuals, businesses
and governments needs to work together to
ensure that technology is used responsibly
and equitably. This includes investing in.

infrastructure to ensure that everyone has
access to Internet and digital tools, as well
as implementing regulations to protect
privacy and security online.It also
involves investment in education and.
training to prepare workers for the
changing demands of the workplace.

36. What is one of th challenges presented

by increasing reliance on technology2

(A) The reduction of social media

ABr The threat of automation and job

(15-C)

displacement

use

(C) The increasein
manual labour jobs

(D) The decrease in demand of skilled

workers
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37. What is ond of theremgdjestoaddress the |41.challengs and opportunitieš gesented by
the digital ago ?,

(A)Anvesting in inftastructure to ensure
that everyone has access to the
Internet and digital tools

4 (B) Promoting the spread

(C) Reducing job opportunities

misinformation

(D) Limiting ccess to technology

38. What is one of the significant challenges
of the digital 'age ?;

(A) Lack ofjob opportunities
B

(C)

Cyber,bullying

Increase in political stability

(D) Reduction in social media use

39. What is thedigital divide ?

(A Uneven distribution of access to

technology and internet

of

(B) The division of people based on their

opinions on technology

(C) Uneven distribution of access to food

(D) Division of people based on.their

income

(A) Spread of misinformation

40. What isone of the opportunitiespresented

by the digital age ?

(B) Rise ofpopularmovementso

Development of newtechnologies

(D) Reduction of job opportunities

TRSI/2022

ind the missing number :

56, 58, 62,?, 86, 118, 182

(A) 68

(B) 74

(C) 72'

42. Fill in the blanks :

70

55 12

(A) +u
(B) -xt
(C): *+x d

(D) +X+

(17-C)

2

5 5= 115

43. Find, the missing number :

6

24

(D) 28

8

O)+4

20

48.

I82
-118

60D
mAS /8

0.

18

t0

X25

86
32

86

33S
I34
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14. The minute hand of a watel is 15 cm 47. Find the miasing
numbér

,

long. How far does it8 tip nove in

46.

40 minutes ?

(A) 528 cm

(B)

(O) 7·28 cm

(D) 4:28 cm

AR One card is drawn from a well-shuffled

deck of (52 )cards. If each outcome is

equally likely, then the probability of the

card not being anace will be-:

(A)

6-28 cm

(B)

(C)

(D)

13

12

11

13

12

13

13

17

Find the median for the following data :

3.9,5, 3, 12,(10 18, 4, 7,19, 21

(A) 9

B) 10

(C) 12

(D)18

TRS/II/2022

+8

9

(A) 9

(B) 6

(C) 7

(D) 11

(A) 160

48. In the following analogy, find the míssíng

9:90 ::12:?

(B) 156

13, 491

17 69.

(C) 184

(D) 142

11

(A) 10

49. Find the missing number :

4,.6,6, 11, 8, 15.10,?

(B) 18

v) 21

(D) 23

59

50. Find the missing numbers :

3'+ ?-(2 = 10

(A) 2,4

(19- C)

(B) 5, 81

(C) 4, 16

o2,25
9+4

9+s4

Ao

t81

342-4

43
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52,

Ou are incharge of implementing the 68. You are the oiicer H Ciange

family planning progrâmme in an area|

where there is strong opposition tô the

Present policy. You want toconvince the
residents of the need for keeping small
tamilies.What would be the best way ofcommunicating

thismessage
?

L By showing Nukkad NatakSplays related to this issue and

and
afterwards

logically explining theneed of family planning to improvehealthandlivingstandards.
(B) By encouraging

late marriages
andproper gapbetween çhildren.

(C) By offering incentives
for adoptingfamily planningdevices.

(D) By asking people who areusing family planning methods to

already

directly talkto residents.

19t January, 1995 was aday of the week will 1st
be?

(A) Sunday

P Monday

(C) Saturday

(D) Tuesday

TRS|LI/2022

Sunday. What

basic medicalfaciities to tie surITO

an earthquake affected area. Despite vu
best possible etiiorts, people make
allegations against you that you are fo
making money out of the funt given o

relief. You would

January, 1996

(A set up an enquiry committee
into thematter,

(B) :ask yoúrseniorçto
¡appoint someother person

in yourplace.(C)

(D)

EA Vom have come across a, case
wherein an

old poor person
1s unable to submit bis

notpay, attentiontothe allegations.

ration card for SOme reasons-and
wishes

to claim the ration to meet:G
his basic

you

stop taking any initiative
till the

matter
isresolved,

necessities
oflife.Knowingyour

superios
1SSueS,

(A)

approach
in handling

these

DO look:

(21-C)

(C)

.
(BY take initiative tohelpthe pogr man

(D)

go strictly asper the procedures.

by arranging an alternative rationcard,

assist the poor man withmoney of yourown. SOme

avoid some procedural steps sinceyou understand the necessity of thepoor man.
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55. Three words are given below. There is
|58. Few groups of alphabets are given which

something common among them. Four
alternatives are iven below. Choose onewhich shows the similarity.

Cricket, Kabaddi, Basketball,
AS Tennis

(B) Team
(C) ield
(D) Game

56. You are travelling in a bus. Suddenly, you
see that a person has just fallen from a

moving bus. You are getting late to reach

do ?

your destination and the bus is already

moving behind schedule. What will you

A AY Immediately ask the conductor and

driver to stop and will try to hehh

that person. NAVE
already late

blank.

(A) FS

NY, QX, PW,QN, RU, S

LBr ST

(B) Ignore it as you are

(C) Inform the conductor and driver

after reaching the destination..
(D) Pray for that person, and remajn

silent.

(C) VF

(D) TA

share a common feature exCept one.

one

TRS/II/2022

Choose the ddd one.)

59.

57. In the following alphabet. series, there is a

blank space. Choose

alternatives given below, to fill up the

(A) BEH

(B) CFI

A EHL

(C) DGJ

If you could not make a decision, which of

the: following alternatives wouldyou
choose as a solution?

{A) Choosing at random

(B) Write options on slips and pick one

(C) Ask someone else to make the
decision for you

DListing the pros and cons of all

options, then choosing

from the60. Find the related analogy_from the given

alternatives,

Bihu:Assam : Garba:?

(A) Haryana

(B) Rajasthan

(9
Gujarat

(23- C)

(D) Punjab
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D) ô
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uig-1

63.

(24-C)

(D) Ta-f Hr aàI

(B) HHH

(C) Trtet

(D) 3TKIH

65. fa1fi vfagI HH ?
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ut-2

(C) HifaH HqYi 344t

(A) HITI-ftat

(C) afHTgcE

(D) yAHi

70. ' fateft yrezt:

(25 -C)
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DMD

A (NgA HT 71 # 75) : f ng veT 472a74.

71.

(B) Ttt

(C) 44 t
(D)

72. Hdgs?

gqferi

(A) f
(B)

es 3THT

(D) 4g

(D) 3THI 3M fš4T

TRS/II/2022

TTui-3

( 26- C)

(D) HHItesdi
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76.

77.

78.

(B) 4-Hhe sÌt guftt

?
(A) 4- I
(B) faRAI

(B) $i ât
(C) 4grHIE Á1

TRS/I/2022.

slfzn, :

(B) 49-AA4
(C) 53-faga
(D) 31-f4

(A) ZITa
(B)

(C) HT

(D) ae-frera

(A) 3tG
(B) i
(C) ai
(D) še

(C) 4A –aAA
(D) zi-G,

(B) 3NAA AIER

(C)

(27-C)

AIR
(D) 4R AET
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86.

88.

87. (ar ya-qngA:

(B) NHIG

(D) T- HIg

A)

(A) GN–sI
(B) vAa –yts

(C) 1pd – Ypft

(D) IG IG

(B) HHd–TT

(D) bHT-IHH

(B) 4T

TRS/II/2022

(C)
T

(28 C)

a.

C.

d.

(A) 4ATT

b. 1

(B) YY
(C)

(C)

a

(A) 2

(B) 3

4

(A) Žg1ifs

(B) gy

b

(C) qgefH

4

2

4

3. 4ef

3

1

1

2

1

4
2
1
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(B) yrA

(C) TJa'

(D) ta.

(A) 1H-dI

(B) 4 -Yl

(C) fr -fa
(D) 34 -yt

(A) zt -d
(B) 3+faf -fara

(C) hc6 hHH

(D) t –
96. ' 1 3461fsI:

(A)

(B) fhRI

(C) qda

(D) f

TRS/II/2022

(A)

(29 -C)

(D)

A1AT ?

(A) A

(B)

(C) A

(D)

(A) 371EAH

(B) HIifae
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